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Abstract
Emmetropization is the process by which the eye moves from a state of ametropia to emmetropia. Though emmetropization is not fully understood, the process is of great interest. Many researchers have made contributions and proposed theories that facilitate insights into the process. Structural alterations, genetic disposition, environmental adaptations, biochemical interactions, and the effect of spectacle lenses have been major areas of investigation. This paper will provide an overview of the current literature.
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Grovenor describes emmetropia as the “normal” state of the eye in which accommodation is relaxed and parallel rays of light focus on the retina. However, Zadnik and Mutti introduce the concept of a normal distribution of refractive errors whose ranges revolve around low hyperopia with age. Others consider emmetropia to be between +0.50 and +1.50 diopters of hyperopia. Ametropia is all that is not emmetropia. Though not all researchers present a precise definition of emmetropia, it is the general consensus that it is a low amount of hyperopia. This is consistent with Zadnik and Mutti, and we will use it as the working definition for this paper.

Emmetropization is the process occurring during the normal growth period by which the eye changes from a state of ametropia to emmetropia. The topic of emmetropization is very complex and at times studies appear to be confusing and contradictory. The multiplicity of factors, which many well qualified researchers have explored, is certainly a contributing element. Considerations must be given to questions, such as:

> Is emmetropization an active or a passive process?
> What are the structural changes that occur during the process?
> What effects does visual deprivation have upon the process?
> Is there a biochemical aspect to emmetropization?
> Is the process controlled locally within the eye or at a higher neurological level?
> Animal models are more easily studied, but how well do these findings translate to the human?

> How and when does the optometrist apply the results of human studies?

Though there may not be specific answers to these questions, we will attempt to review some of the more major highlights.

Triolo and Wallman propose the term “functional emmetropization” as the eye being emmetropic for its most frequently encountered needs. To date it is a phenomenon occurring in animals and is guided by the visual needs of the organism. For example, some birds have their superior retina myopic for viewing the ground while the remaining retina is positioned for distance.

The actual emmetropization mechanism remains unclear, though theories have been suggested. Two oppositional theories suggest emmetropization is achieved by means of an active (visual feedback) or a passive (predetermined growth) mechanism. As Saunders, et. al., indicates, it is more likely a combination of both mechanisms. However, it has been established that successful completion of the process is dependent upon appropriate visual stimulation and an uncompromised system.

Active Process
The active process mechanism theory proposes that emmetropization is regulated by the retinal image. The eye analyzes the amount of retinal blur, and proportionally elongates or shortens until the image and retina are conjugate. Various observations are used to support the concept that emmetropization is an actively regulated visual process. One is provided by the refractive outcomes of visually deprived human neonates. The development of the refractive state in human
neonates is very sensitive to visual disturbances.11-16 It has been shown that in this population visual deprivation from corneal opacifications,17 congenital cataracts,11 lid aperture,18-20 vitreal hemorrhage,21 and retinopathy of prematurity22-23 cause the eye to elongate and therefore fall farther away from emmetropia. A study of twins has shown one twin with a media opacity to have a 2.0mm longer eye than the contralateral eye or the axial length of the twin brother’s eyes.24 This would equate to about 6.00D difference in refraction between the normal eyes and the visually deprived eye, based on the ratio of 1mm to 3.00 Dioplers.25

A second observation to suggest that emmetropization has an active component is the association of sustained near vision and myopia.26-27 It is not uncommon to find the onset or increase in myopia associated with close visual tasks. Though this occurs later in life, college28 or law students29 are prime examples. Clinically, one sees this in individuals who spend a significant portion of the working or school day at computers. With the onset of early-in-life computer use, this near element may play a more substantial role.

Other support is found in animal studies, where the alteration of visual input correlates positively to refractive changes. Convex and concave lenses are placed in front of newborn chicks. Initially the convex lens converges light to form an image in front of the retina, and the concave lens image is situated behind the retina. The eye with the convex lens has now effectively been rendered myopic. In order for the animal to regain, the plane of focus must move anteriorly. Effectively, the eye becomes shorter, and this is achieved by a reduction in the rate of growth. The eye with the concave lens has effectively been made hyperopic. Here conjugacy is achieved by the anterior-posterior length of the eye growing at a faster rate. The eyes of chicks and monkeys made functionally myopic with convex spectacle lenses or hyperopic with concave spectacle lenses thus alter their axial lengths to partially compensate for the effects of the lenses. This results in functionally hyperopic eyes growing longer and becoming myopic, and functionally myopic eyes growing less and becoming hyperopic.5,30-31 Similarly, Irving, et al., fitted animals with +10.00 diopter lenses. After two weeks of wear the axial lengths were found to be 0.15±0.25mm shorter, resulting in hyperopia of 9.8±0.3 diopters. Those eyes wearing −10.00 diopter lenses were found to have, on average, 0.37±0.34mm longer posterior chambers resulting in myopia of 9.7±0.8 diopters.32

In an attempt to induce hyperopia, Troilo and Wallman reared chickens in the dark from birth to 4 weeks of age. The ocular structures were then evaluated. The resulting induced hyperopia was attributed to a flatter cornea and a shorter vitreous chamber as compared to a control group.5 Recovery from this induced refractive error occurred within one week following removal of visual deterrents.5 Appropriate timing appears to be critical for restoration of emmetropia.6,10,31,33-34

**Passive Process**

The passive theory suggests that occurs as a result of physical and genetic determinants of normal eye growth. As the infant physically grows, the degree of initial myopia or hyperopia decreases. This is caused by the appropriate proportional interactive changes of the dioptric components and axial length. Thus, both myopic and hyperopic eyes gravitate towards emmetropia.5 Sorby, et al., have described the natural alteration of ocular components to include axial lengthening in concert with lens and corneal power reduction.25 It has been suggested that the development of high ametropia is the result of genetic inheritance of an abnormality in one of the variables, usually axial length.35,36 This may be reflected in the amount of myopic offspring of myopic parents. If both parents are myopic, there is a 42% chance their child will become myopic. Whereas, there is only a 22.5% chance of the child becoming myopic if one parent is myopic. If neither parent is myopic, the child still has an 8% chance of becoming myopic.37

There are several supporters for the passive theory of emmetropization who provide suggestions to a mechanism for the process. Gernet and Olbrich38 suggest emmetropization occurs primarily as a result of lenticular changes. Mark39 and Sorby40 have suggested that emmetropization occurs via changes in the anterior segment with alterations in the cornea, anterior chamber, and the lens. Myopic children have displayed a thinner crystalline lens than expected which gives credence to a mechanical relationship between eye growth and lens compensation. This provides evidence of emmetropization being a non-visual feedback process.41

**Emmetropization and Related Structural Changes**

Each structure from the anterior cornea to the posterior sclera may affect the process. The ocular dioptric components with the greatest potential for causing relatively large alterations of refractive error are corneal power, anterior chamber depth, crystalline lens power and vitreous chamber depth. In humans the ocular components with the greatest effect on dioptric power are corneal curvature, lens power, and vitreous chamber depth.42 Anterior chamber depth has a lesser influence on the overall dioptric power of the human eye.43 These studies would tend to refute some of the concepts proposed by Mark39 and Sorby,40 previously cited. In order to survey the effects of ocular components on the process of emmetropization one must keep in mind the subject used, i.e., specific animal or human.

Corneal changes appear to have a lesser influence and role on spherical emmetropization. In a chick study by Troilo and Wallman, the natural corneal flattening, which occurs by the second or third week of life, was interrupted. This resulted in the 4-week-old chicks having more myopia than would be expected. However, the authors found no statistically significant difference of refractive condition between the experimentally altered corneas than those of a control group. Of note was the vitreous change which preceded those of the anterior segment and continued after emmetropization. The authors concluded that although the corneal curvature is a major contributor of astigmatic emmetropization, it doesn’t play a major role in spherical emmetropization.41

In chicks, the largest change toward emmetropization, whether from hyperopia or myopia, occurred in the first week under normal seeing conditions regardless of zero point. Troilo and Wallman6 show that both myopic and hyperopic eyes which were initially larger than normal had vitreous chamber growth stopped in eyes compensating for myopia and continue in eyes compensating for hyperopia, regardless of the size of the eyes. The ces-
sation and the continuation of growth of the eyes occur in an attempt to reach emmetropia. They conclude that the refractive development of the eye is susceptible to alterations in the image plane and there is strong evidence that an active emmetropization mechanism exists and is vision dependent. Gernet and Olbrich suggest that emmetropization is primarily caused by decreased lenticular power. They suggest that since the larger eyes have a larger equatorial diameter, there is more tension on the zonular fibers. Those fibers are stretched and consequently flatten the lens and reduce the optical power. In animals compensating for hyperopia, the lens has been shown to have a statistically significant increase in thickness (0.27mm) during the emmetropization process. The increase in lens thickness did not account for the increase in anterior chamber depth, so it is suggested that there is also a posterior shift in the position of the lens to increase the anterior chamber depth.

The thickness of the choroidal may change during the emmetropization process resulting in a slight modifications of the vitreous chamber depths. This enables the retina to make subtle modifications for small amounts of blur. In hyperopia, the choroid thins, moving the retina backward; and in myopia, the choroid thickens, pushing the retina forward. Compensation for lack of focus in chicks involves a change in the thickness of the choroid, followed by a change in the length of the eye, during which the choroid tends to revert to its original thickness.

A critical factor in regulating axial elongation is control of the amount, and possibly the specific composition of the extracellular matrix. There is a hypothesis that the image clarity or defocus at the neuroretina leads to cellular and extracellular physiological changes that directly affect the rate of posterior segment growth and axial elongation in the adjacent sclera. In one study, eyes deprived of form vision early in the “juvenile” period became myopic, and had a thinner sclera and a reduced amount of collagen and proteoglycans than in control eyes. Scleral shape change coupled with vitreous chamber lengthening or shortening helps to facilitate the process of emmetropization.

Biochemical Effects

There is evidence of biochemical communication from the bipolar or amacrine cells in the retina through the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) and choroid to the sclera by means of neurotransmitters or growth factors. Here, enzyme levels may regulate the synthesis of the scleral extracellular matrix, and have a direct effect upon posterior chamber elongation. It is important to note that these signals may remain local within the eye and not involve the higher nerve centers of the visual system.

The retina may release neurotransmitters or growth factors in response to clarity. These neurotransmitters are thought to be released by the retinal amacrine cells and migrate to the choroid and sclera, where they take effect. Neurotransmitters in the emmetropization process have a major biochemical change effect associated with eye enlargement by increasing the amount of DNA, protein synthesis, and proteoglycan production in the cartilage of the sclera.

Dopamine is found in the amacrine cells, and these cells may detect defocused retinal image. Apomorphine, a dopamine agonist, seems to have the effect of reducing the axial growth of the eye without an effect on the equatorial diameter. Apomorphine, along with its metabolite, DOPAC, are found in reduced quantities in form-deprived myopes, allowing the eye to continue to elongate. It appears that the amount of axial elongation is dependent upon the dosage of dopamine and its agonists.

Vasoactive Intestinal Peptide (VIP), a growth peptide, is found in a class of amacrine cells that comprises approximately 1% of the total amacrine cells. It is felt that VIP immunoreactivity has an effect on the choroidal blood flow, thereby stimulating eye elongation. While dopamine quantities are low in form-deprived myopia, VIP is found in elevated levels.

The sclera has the ability for regional or sector alterations in which a portion of it elongates while the remainder is unaltered. This phenomenon has been demonstrated experimentally in tree shrews and chickens by defocusing a portion of the retina. The sclera grows so that the part of the eyeball with the diffused image becomes myopic, while the part of the eye with a clear image remains emmetropic. This is thought to occur by direct retinoscleral biochemical communication.

Higher Level Control

Brain mediation of emmetropization was explored by Troilo and Wallman. Various optic nerve sectioned and visual deprivation experimental paradigms were used. Initially, the optic nerve-severed eyes responded appropriately in moving from the induced refractive errors to emmetropia. However, they eventually overshot emmetropia, resulting in a reversal of the original refractive error. The initially myopic eye became hyperopic compared to the contralateral control eye, and the initially hyperopic eye became myopic. They note that brain feedback cannot be ruled out since the eyes of chicks with severed optic nerves initially responded appropriately to the induced refractive errors. They conclude that emmetropization is more accurate with an intact optic nerve, meaning brain feedback may be essential for regulating emmetropization.

The effect of higher level accommodative control centers on emmetropization has been studied. Here the Edinger-Westphal nucleus, the accommodation functioning center, of chicks were severed. Even though the Edinger-Westphal nucleus was severed, emmetropization still occurred, but more slowly. The authors conclude that accommodation is not a prerequisite for emmetropization, but still may have some role in regulating eye growth.

Humans and Emmetropization

Studies have been conducted on children in an attempt to determine the process/trends in humans. Infants tend to have a wide range of refractive errors at birth which narrow with age to the smallest range at 6 years. Infants tend to have an average refractive error of +2.00 (±2.75) diopters, which gradually approaches the adult emmetropia state (±1.00 diopters). The neonatal eye tends to have only 22% emmetropic with the greatest change from ametropia to emmetropia occurring from 12-17 months of age. Overall, the total
emmetropization process occurs mostly during the first 4 to 5 years of life with both initial myopia and hyperopia converging on low hyperopia and by 6 years, 80% of the children are found to be emmetropic. Woods, et al. have proposed the following longitudinal change in refractive errors of infants during the first year of life.

1) 2-12 weeks: Low myopic errors tend to show a low hyperopic shift similar to those who were hyperopic, and became more hyperopic. The most significant change of the spherical equivalent was the increase from near emmetropia to 2.6 diopeters of hyperopia, observed in 75% of the infants in the 2-12 week (+/-2 weeks).

2) 12-26 weeks: A “non-significant myopic shift and decrease in the spread of the differences of the spherical equivalent.” (p.553)

3) 26-36 weeks: “There are a greater number of infants (60%) showing a myopic shift than the infants (24%) showing a hypermetropic shift. This is coupled with a decrease in the spread of differences in the spherical equivalent.” (p.553)

4) 36-52 weeks: The “shift is the net result of a larger decrease in hypermetropia for infants and the smaller increase in hypermetropia” in others. (p.553-4)

By the time of the last visit at 52 weeks, the distribution pattern of ametropia is similar to that in adults, taking into account the small hyperopic shift. Most children are born with some hyperopia. Ingram and Barr state that if the child is born with less than +2.50 diopeters of hyperopia, the trend is for them to become emmetropic. Whereas, if the child is born with more than 2.50 diopeters of hyperopia, the tendency is for them to become more hyperopic by the age of 3.5 years. One sample of nine children with hyperopia greater than 4.00 diopeters at 6 months resulted in five who were in the expected range of refractive errors at 12 months.

On average, for each diopeter of hyperopia present during the first 6 months of life, the amount decreased by 0.06 diopeters per month between the initial refraction and 12-17 months of age. If significant levels of ametropia are maintained beyond the first year, they may signify a failure of the normal emmetropization process and warrant spectacle correction to prevent amblyopia and reduce the risk of strabismus.

There is a shift towards emmetropia by 6 months of age for children with an initial myopic spherical equivalent. On average this group does not reach the same level of hyperopia as those with an initial hyperopic spherical equivalent. Infants with the most myopia also later retained the most myopia. However, after 5 years of age, the refractive status tends to return to the original level of myopia. Therefore, it might be possible to predict refractive status in older children based on the earliest manifest refraction, with one year being optimal.

At birth, the average amount of astigmatism is predicted to be 2.98 diopeters, decreasing to 1.00 diopeter by 129-256 weeks (2.5-5 years of age). The initial amount of astigmatism may increase slightly to a peak value at 2-3 months and then begin the emmetropization process. Infants tend to lose 1/3 of their spherical equivalent ametropia and 2/3 of the astigmatism during the first two years of life. The cornea continues to flatten during normal eye growth, and this process is almost complete by 2 years of age. Refractive astigmatism also stabilizes around the age of 2 years, indicating that most of it is from corneal curvature. Significant meridional emmetropization has been shown for both “with” and “against” the rule astigmatism. If the astigmatism increases, there is a 7% chance of a resultant amblyopia, though in one study, 90% of the children had a reduction in astigmatism. However, this has not been shown for all races.

The initial amount and the onset of the astigmatism may help determine whether it is likely to undergo emmetropization. Astigmatism that is >2.50 Diopters has an equal chance of increasing or decreasing over time. Astigmatism present prior to 6 months of age is most likely to disappear by 1 year of age. However, astigmatism present in the second six months of life is more likely to persist with values of 1.50 diopters at 12 months and has been shown to be a risk factor for amblyopia.

The orientation of the astigmatism may also play a role in the magnitude of the spherical equivalent. “With”-the-rule astigmatism tends to be associated with a proportionally greater change toward emmetropia. “Against”-the-rule astigmatism tends to be associated with a higher value of ametropia with a lesser shift towards emmetropia. It is also a risk factor for becoming myopic at an earlier age than those having “with”-the-rule astigmatism or no astigmatism.

Abrahamsson and Sjostrand feel that anisometropia during the normal growth period of the eye is common. Low amounts of anisometropia (>2.50 diopters) typically can arise and vanish throughout the normal growth process with substantial amounts (>5.00 diopters) possibly vanishing during this growth period. They further state that children who display 3.00 diopters or more of anisometropia at one year of age will have a 90% chance of retaining it at the age of 10, and 60% of this group will be at risk to develop amblyopia. Anisometropia of >5.00 diopters seems to be the limit beyond which the emmetropization cannot occur during early childhood. More than 5.00 diopters may induce too much blur on the retina, causing amblyopia since the emmetropization regulatory components are inefficient. In some instances, the anisometropia of an apparently non-strabismic adult may be the result of a juvenile microtropia in which the anisometropia is the result of a gradual lack of emmetropization.

Some studies have shown that only 25%-30% of those who have anisometropia at 1 year, retain it by 4 years of age. This shows that the most pronounced change in anisometropia occurs during the first four years of life. And those infants who do not reduce or emmetropize their astigmatism or anisometropia by 3 years of age are at risk for amblyopia. Anisometropia >3.00 diopters at 1 year of age leads to a lasting anisometropia in the majority of cases.

The relationships of accommodation, convergent strabismus and emmetropization has been investigated. Ingram, et al., tracked 6-month-olds for a period of three years. They conclude that children who eventually present with an esotropia or a microtropia were less likely to have a spontaneous reduction of hyperopia and were more likely to have accommodative problems. These results are compared to a control group that didn’t develop a deviation. Both fixing and non-fixing eyes demonstrated accommodative abnormalities, and the authors question whether the underlying defect was congenital or re-
lated to an acquired form deprivation which preceded the turn.66

Children born to families with strabismic risk factors were routinely ex- amined from 3 months to 4 years by Aurell and Norrsell.67 They note the most marked amount of emmetropization occurred within the first two years of life. Children with 4 diopters of hyperopia at 6 months of life who became strabismic did not emmetropize while those who did were aligned. Abrahamsson, et al.,68 noted an increase in hyperopia in the deviating eye subsequent to the development of a squint. The increase in anisometropia has been linked to the emmetropization of the fix- ing eye. This phenomenon didn’t occur in exotropes who displayed a more stable equal refraction. Though his sample was of older children, Rutstein, et al., concludes that the use of excessive concave lens pre- scription to lessen exotropia didn’t significantly alter their baseline refraction.69

Corrective Lenses

Studies on children prescribed spectacle lenses shows that emmetropization oc- curs more rapidly and more completely in those children who do not wear their pre- scription full time. Hyperopia in very young children appears to be maintained if fully corrected and the glasses worn.54,70 Therefore, hyperopes may benefit from a partial correction, since a full prescription may reduce the degree of emmetropi- zation.71,72

Using less than full correction to pro- mote emmetropization does not imply poor visual acuity for myopes or hyperopes as long as most visual demands are kept between the near- and far-points.73 And, when making prescribing deci- sions in infants, the optometrist should de- termine the rate reduction that is occurring before deciding on a spectacle correction in infants.7 Thus it is prudent to conduct several time-spaced visits.59,74 In addition, there should be considerations of age, refractive error, visual acuity, binocu- larity, and risk factors in determining the need for a prescription.69

Conclusion

Emmetropization appears to have an active and a passive component. The ex- act nature of the process has been investi- gated by many well qualified investigators who are making significant progress toward understanding the mech- anism. Besides animal studies, there have been a number of enlightening human lon- gitudinal and cross sectional studies and more of these are needed. Pediatric optometric practitioners need to stay in- formed of current emmetropization con- cepts and to translate them into patient care. By doing so we can provide our little patients with the optimal conditions for their visual development.
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Mickey continued

He applied these principles into his practice of developmental vision care at the OCNY, his private practice and as a consultant to Elizabeth Friedus’ Gateway School and Gerald Burday’s summer camp for learning disabled children. He was the spark and torch bearer of the Eastern States Optometric Congress for more than 25 years as its Chairman. One of the great joys in life for a speaker at the Congress was to be introduced by Mickey with his wit and eloquence.

Everyone knew he was the smartest person in the room but he never made you feel that way. He was the quintessential example of bilateral reciprocity. He was analytical and spatial; high verbal and high performance. Mickey always lectured about bringing performance up to potential, through lenses, prisms and visual training.

There is more to life than reach, grasp, release.

He loved people, his patients and especially kids. My kids loved being around him. At bull sessions, there was always a crowd around him including the speakers. Recently, the optimist became pessimistic about the future of optometry, the direction of its education and the lack of functional vision in the curriculum.

Vision has become an optometric elective.

He never gave false praise. I will cherish the occasional times that he would listen to me intently, eyes fixed, hand tilted, hand on his cheek with a smile. He was a wonderful friend, a devoted father, a loving husband and a profile of courage throughout his illness. He always cared about others. His last conversation with my wife Jill included the directive, “Get a babysitter, get out more.”

Mickey Weinstein has left his footprints in the sands of time and made this earth a far better place.

Arnold Sherman, O.D., FAAO, FCVOID